
                         NEW INDIAN MODEL SCHOOL, AL AIN 

UNIFORM POLICY -2023-24  

New Indian Model School, Al Ain’s Uniform Policy oversees a decent dress code for the 

students. 

It also confirms that both the parents and the students are well aware of the need of a decent 

dress code for the moulding of a civilized and well organized society. It highlights the following 

aspects: 

1. The students should dress themselves up respecting the ethical values of Islam and the 

U.A.E culture 

2. The students must wear the school uniform regularly  

3. The students should not follow any distasteful dressing 

4. Alterations to school uniform, according to the taste of each student, will never be 

permitted. 

5. P.E Dress, suggested by the school, must be worn by each student on the days of 

Physical Education. 

6. It is compulsory that the students should wear neat and hygienic uniform daily. 

7. The students should wear school uniform on the days of school events and 

programmes. 

8. The students must be well aware of the fact that the school uniform proclaims the 

school’s quality to the outside world. 

9. The students can put on casual wear on special occasions like, children’s day, UAE National day 

etc. as advised by the school authorities. 

10. Crazy hair styles will not be permitted in the campus 

Uniform Specifications 

KG I &KG II 

Boys:        Plaid Tartan trousers and light blue shirts.  Blue Shoes and grey socks and 

Blue belt with school logo. 

Girls:   Plaid Tartan half skirt and light blue top. Blue Shoes and grey socks. 

 

 



Boys    Grades 1 -  4 

Dark Ash colour Pants and sky blue shirts (Half sleeve). 

Blue Shoes and Grey socks and Blue Belt with school logo 

Boys Grades 5 -  10 

Dark Ash colour Pants and sky blue shirts (Half sleeve). 

Blue Shoes and Grey socks and Blue Belt with school logo 

Boys Grades 11 to 12 

Dark Sky Blue pants with full sleeve shirt 

Blue Shoes and Grey socks and Blue Belt with school logo 

P.E Dress for all Boys 

Track suit with T shirt whose colour is in accordance with the Student House each student 

belongs to   Grey shoes with Grey socks 

Girls Grades 1 to 4 

Dark Ash Colour Half Skirt and sky blue shirt (half sleeve)  

Dark Blue shoes with grey socks.   

Girls Grades 5 to 10 

Dark Ash colour long Skirt and sky blue shirt (full sleeve) with Ash Color over coat. Dark Blue 

color shoes with white socks. . 

Girls Grades 11 to 12 

Dark Sky Blue Skirt with Light Blue full sleeve shirt with Dark sky Blue overcoat 

Blue Shoes and Grey socks  

P.E Dress for KG  

Track suit and T shirt with grey   shoes (Grey socks) 



 

P.E Dress for (1 – 12) 

Boys: - Track suit with T shirt whose colour is in accordance with the Student House each 

student belongs to.   Grey  shoes with Grey socks 

Girls: - Track suit with Full sleeve T shirt whose colour is in accordance with the Student 

House each student belongs to   Grey shoes with Grey socks 

Muslim girls must put on Dark Sky Blue head Scarves on all school days. 

STAFF DRESS CODE 

The staff must respect the ethical values of UAE and maintain a dress code accordingly. 

Female teachers must wear a black blazer over a decent dress. 

Male teachers should wear Pants and shirt with black blazer and neck tie. They have to put 

on shoes and socks. 

Drivers, bus attendants, school nurse and security staff must wear the uniforms issued to 

them either by the school or their respective outsourcing company 
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